ABSTRACT Self-organizing maps have been noted as useful tools for augmenting scientific data visualizations, particularly in the case where visualization of multidimensional data is required. Previous work has introduced visualization methods centered around Kohonen's self-organizing map (SOM). However, a chief disadvantage associated with the SOM in this capacity is its large runtime complexity, which may result in impractical execution times in real-world use cases. We tested the feasibility of applying parallel execution to the self-organizing map in an attempt to reduce execution time. Though the our algorithms did not exhibit linear speedup in general, we discovered a notable exception with SmartJitter.
Introduction
The problem of effectively visualizing multidimensional data has been a subject of protracted discussion since the 1800s. As time has progressed, other methods of visualizing multidimensional data, such as Parallel Coordinates [1] or RadViz [2] , have also been introduced. In this paper, we focus primarily on visualization methods combined with unsupervised learning that we call the iNNfovis algorithms.
The iNNfovis algorithms provide relocation of records in a template visualization via self-organization [3, 4] . The heart of this process is directed by Kohonen's self-organizing map (SOM), which is an unsupervised analogue of the neural network classifier [3] [4] [5] . Unlike Kohonen's self-organizing map, however, clustering occurs locally within the map. Each record is "pre-mapped" to a primary grid, which provides a coarse mapping to the template visualization. Each cell on the primary grid is then associated with its own SOM, where fine adjustment of the record position takes place [3, 4] .
Unfortunately, while SOMs have been shown to yield promising results in data visualization, the runtime complexity of a SOM can cause some visualization tasks to be computationally infeasible. The runtime complexity of a 2D planar SOM is cubic in nature, and the addition of a third spatial dimension serves to increase the complexity to that of a hypercube. SOMs of high resolution are valuable because they provide the opportunity for more clusters to be formed, such that two clusters which are located sufficiently close to one another might not be separated in a lower-resolution SOM [4] .
In this document, we will first provide some background into the iNNfovis algorithms, and then we propose methods of parallelizing them. Following this discussion, we discuss specific details of implementation, and then propose an experiment to test the efficacy of the methods previously outlined. Finally, we evaluate the results of our experiment.
Background and Approach
Previously, we developed a series of algorithms called the iNNfovis algorithms which extend classical forms of visualization by rearranging records based on their similarity. The iNNfovis algorithms place records according to two mappings: a primary mapping which closely mirrors the target visualization, and a secondary mapping consisting of output nodes to which records are mapped competitively. This results in coarse placement of records similar to the base visualization with refinement from competitive learning [3, 4] (Fig. 1 ). In the following few paragraphs, we address the common steps shared between the iNNfovis algorithms, and isolate regions of interest for parallelization.
There are several variants of the iNNfovis family of algorithms which have been adapted to mimic several classical visualization techniques. SmartJitter applies to the scatter plot technique, which covers variants for 2D and 3D plots [3, 4] . An additional variant, SmartJitter Stacks, is a 2D plot augmented with a third dimension for which competition occurs [6] . RadViz3D similarly adds such a dimension to a RadViz plot [4] , where records are attached to a system of n proverbial springs [2] associated with each organized dimension. Finally, Parallel Coordinates 3D adds depth to a Parallel Coordinates plot. The usage of SOM in these techniques is meant to reduce clutter and highlight clusters which exist across all of the specified organized dimensions [4] .
The iNNfovis algorithms leverage Kohonen's selforganizing map [5] to perform fine placement of records according to their Euclidian distance from one another. Each , each of which is associated with a weight vector [4] . As discussed in the introduction, this is analogous to the artificial neural network classifier that has the goal of fitting a topological map to its input [5] . Kohonen's SOM consists of an input layer and a lattice of output nodes which are constructed from weight vectors in the domain of the input data set. The weight vector is treated as a synthesized record in the domain of the input dataset, and is initialized randomly. There are two major steps performed during each iteration of a SOM: the findWinner and updateNeighborhood routines [4, 5] .
A notable difference between Kohonen's SOM and the SOM which drives the iNNfovis algorithms is how the set of candidate output nodes from which the winning node for a record is determined. The SOM is divided according to some primary mapping, which represents a subset of the output layer. Such a subset is used for a secondary mapping from which the winning node is derived [3, 4] . This permits iNNfovis to retain the general shape of it's target visualization method; for instance, secondary mappings for SmartJitter have a primary mapping which divides the plot into a rectangular grid of cells addressable by the normalized Cartesian coordinates derived from the plot's component dimensions.
The findWinner routine is responsible for finding the output node from O with a weight vector such that the distance between the supplied input record and that output node is minimal [4, 5] . It is noteworthy to mention that when more than one candidate winning node exists, a tiebreaker is needed, so the candidate winners are sorted via lexicographical ordering of their coordinate tuples, which are in the domain of (z, y, x). This is a necessary consideration when parallelizing the iNNfovis algorithms.
Once the winner is found, it is often desirable to perform back-propagation of the error associated with the search through a process called updateNeighborhood. This is performed by updating the neighborhood about the winning node within a given neighborhood radius. This radius is a function of time and is bounded above by a maximum neighborhood radius ρ 0 . As the iNNfovis algorithms perform learning over a specified number of epochs t m , the neighborhood radius at epoch t can be calculated with Eq. 1 [4, 5] :
For each output node within the neighborhood, backpropagation is afforded by calculating the error between that node and the input record. A fundamental part of this calculation is determining the neighborhood weight, which is a Gaussian function of the distance between the two nodes and the current learning rate λ. Like ρ, λ changes over time, and is bounded in the domain [λ f , λ i ], representing final and initial learning rates respectively. The learning rate associated with the current epoch can be calculated with Eq. 2 [4, 5] :
After knowing the learning rate and the distance, the neighborhood weight can be calculated as in Eq. 3 for a given output node [4] :
Finally, the output node is corrected by scaling the difference of each component in the weight vector from it's corresponding component in the input record i, and then adding the resulting product to the original component value [4, 7, 8] :
Calculating the neighborhood for the updateNeighborhood routine can be done in several ways. The traditional neighborhood function for iNNfovis is the von Neumann Neighborhood. [4] The von Neumann Neighborhood results in an octahedral update region. For most cases, this neighborhood function is sufficient. [4] However, a better approximation of a sphere can be used by using the bounding sphere test as a neighborhood function, as in Eq. 5:
We introduce the set produced by Eq. 5 as a "polarexclusive" neighborhood ( Fig. 2) since the resulting neighborhood is bounded by the polar equation r(θ) = ρ. To obtain the polar neighborhood, (which includes those boundaries) the characteristic of the calculated distance needs to be used instead of the real-valued distance.
Parallelization
In this research, we explore the suitability of parallel computing as applied to self-organizing maps. Previous work has suggested that SOMs may be a good candidate for parallelization, as neural networks respond favorably to parallel execution [7, 9] . Places where optimization has its greatest effect are in regions of code where the CPU spends most of its time [10] ; as a corollary, it also follows that the regions which benefit most from parallelization are those in which most of the CPU time is spent [11] .
It is possible to objectively measure the degree to which optimization has been successful. Speedup is the ratio of the unoptimized program runtime to the runtime of the optimized version of the program. In 1967, Amdahl predicted that speedup resulting from parallelization can be modelled as a function of time spent in parallel regions P (coverage) and the associated number of worker threads operating in parallel N [11] . Here, the term "thread" is simply defined as a primitive unit of execution to contrast; thus, a worker thread is a thread associated with execution of the task, whether that task is constrained to a single process or multiple processes spawned in a loosely-coupled system.
Assuming the validity of Amdahl's law, it is trivial to prove that the maximum speedup of a process resulting from parallelization is inversely proportional to its coverage:
The condition in which P = 1 results in linear speedup, in which the speedup is directly proportional to the number of threads performing the work. In practice, one finds that most speedup is necessarily sub-linear, owing mostly to communication, synchronization, and organizational overhead, [10] though coverage when P ≈ 1 results in an upper bound for speedup that is so high, that it is effectively linear. Super-linear speedup (that is, speedup greater than N ) has been observed on processor architectures where a process can effectively utilize caching [12] . Given these facts, it is possible to reasonably predict the runtime behavior of a program which has undergone parallelization. In order to make that determination with SOM, it is important to isolate regions of the process which may be parallelized. Two such candidates were selected: the findWinner and updateNeighborhood routines of the SOM [4, 5] . Timing tests on these regions indicated that these routines have a coverage of 0.34% and 99.62% respectively, yielding a total coverage of 99.96%. Substituting this value of P into Eq. 6 shows that the upper bound for speedup is ∼2500.
The most tempting choice for parallelization, the evaluation of two records at once, is not a candidate for parallelization unless the implementor is willing to accept a drastically different SOM for the same input conditions. Given the same pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) seed, input set, and other parameters, one should expect the same output from both serial and parallel implementations of the iNNfovis algorithms [3, 4] . However, record interchange is an operation that is provably non-commutative [13] , so this approach was dropped as a form of optimization.
Division of Work
Another important question that must be answered in order to effectively convert a serial algorithm into its parallel implementation is how the input set should be partitioned between different threads of execution. Because the findWinner routine only reads the state of the map, the finest unit that may be used during this process is a single Figure 3 . Mapping output nodes to interleaved and interlaced work-division strategies output node. It is therefore possible to divide the map into partial search spaces of relatively equal size, such that each output node is assigned to a thread in a round-robin fashion, since the search space exhibits transitivity.
The question of whether or not neighborhoodUpdate can be done in parallel is a more difficult question to answer, because in the worst case scenario, the entire neighborhood must be updated. However, each node within the neighborhood can be updated independently of any other output nodes. Thus, one may again conclude that neighborhoodUpdate can similarly be performed by scheduling each node to a thread in round-robin fashion.
While the former work division strategy (which we call "interleaved") will work, there is some question as to whether or not it is the optimal work division strategy. It is desirable to have a work division strategy that disperses the nodes as evenly as possible (preventing worker thread starvation) [10] and that permits as many output nodes to be processed in a single iteration of a loop as possible. Because of this, we devised two alternate work division strategies: interlace-by-row and interlace-by-plane (Fig. 3) .
The interlace-by-row strategy was inspired by NTSC's raster scan process, and assigns each thread its own row out of the map. Similarly, interlace-by-plane allows a single thread to work on a single plane at a time. With either strategy, it is possible for one or more threads to receive an unbalanced workload. For instance, in a 4×2×1 SOM, and assuming that N = 4, half of the threads remain idle with interlace-by-row, and only one thread is active with interlace-by-plane. The interleaved strategy does not have this problem, but has the potential to reduce in-loop throughput.
However, in many cases, either strategy would be a good choice, particularly when dealing with the 3-dimensional iNNfovis algorithms. Thus, the parallel implementations of iNNfovis should be capable of determining how to partition the search space based on the dimensions of the output volume. We attempt to determine the best partitioning scheme with Eq. 7:
(Interlace by row) else :
(Interleave)
In the case where none of the dimensions are greater than or equal to N, some starvation must necessarily occur. In our implementation, we choose interleaving as the result for Eq. 7, although returns rapidly diminish as some threads are not assigned work. For such cases, a reduction in N is probably fitting, and with such a SOM, the serial implementation may actually be a better choice.
In distributed-memory platforms, the work-division strategy has a secondary function. Because interprocess communication between worker threads may introduce blocking and may be dependent on a slower communications medium [14] , it is desirable to reduce this communication as much as possible on such a platform. In this case, the work-division strategy can be used to control memory allocation and optimize access time by ensuring all required output nodes are available locally. This also has the side effect of potentially increasing the pool of primary memory available to the entire process.
Implementation
To augment the serial implementations of the iNNfovis algorithms, we implemented two alternate versions of each algorithm. A shared-memory version of the target algorithm was implemented using OpenMP [15] and integrated into each application's serial executable. Meanwhile, we have chosen MPI [14] to implement the distributedmemory versions of these algorithms.
The findWinner routine of the parallel versions of iNNfovis was implemented using the scatter-reduce pattern. With this design pattern, each thread calculates a candidate answer from a partial search space, which is later aggregated into a single answer [14] . During the gather phase, the distances are compared and the node with the least distance is chosen as the final answer. If two nodes happen to share the same distance from the input record, then the winning node is chosen using the method described in section 2.2.
Performing updateNeighborhood uses a similar pattern, with the difference that no return value is required [3] [4] [5] . In this case, all that is necessary is to update each output node within the neighborhood. This yields an exceedingly simple kernel for this routine, since all that is required is the scaling algorithm for back-propagation and potential offset adjustment.
In order to ensure consistency across different platforms, we avoided the usage of C89's rand() function. While any C89-compliant compiler will provide this function, exactly how it is implemented cannot be guaranteed to provide the same results for a given seed in two different environments [16] . Additionally, rand() is commonly implemented using the linear congruential PRNG, whose periodicity is sensitive to the values for the constants chosen and which is not known for producing "high-quality" values [17] . As an alternative, we chose the 64-bit version of the Mersenne Twister algorithm, which is known for an extremely long period and for its performance [18] .
Initialization is performed in a serial fashion. In this case, a single thread is responsible for generating initial weight vectors for each output node. In a distributedmemory context, (such as MPI [14] ) these values are passed off to each worker thread from the master thread that is responsible for initialization. In a shared-memory context, (such as OpenMP [15] ) it is sufficient for a single thread to perform initialization. The idea is that serial initialization comes with little penalty, as the remaining parallelizable regions make up most of the execution time. This also helps ensure consistency between the serial and parallel versions of the code, so handling initialization in this way avoids premature optimization [10] .
The finalization routine may be performed serially, although it is unlikely that there is much of a benefit to this from an engineering standpoint. Since finalization can be implemented using repeated invocations of the findWinner routine [3] [4] [5] , parallelization of the finalization routine is not only possible, but is easily implemented. As with initialization, finalization makes up a small part of the total execution time in most cases, and while finalization will need at least the amount of time to complete as the cumulative time needed for findWinner in a single epoch, it is unlikely that attempting to optimize it would have any significant impact on execution time.
In the MPI implementation, one will likely depend on a local area network in order to perform communication. A striking difference between LAN interfaces and the local memory bus occurs when inspecting their respective latencies. Memory bus latencies are typically measured in nanoseconds [19] , but LAN interfaces tend to result in measurements in the range of microseconds [20] [21] [22] .
A naïve distributed implementation of iNNfovis might attempt to transmit several details about the SOM state across the network, such as the input record currently being processed. Unfortunately, this has the side effect of requiring frequent use of interprocess communication, and for sufficiently large N , the communication medium will soon become saturated. We deal with this issue by caching both the input set and the record schedule in the address space of each worker thread. The record schedule is determined by a PRNG, so all that is necessary is for each worker thread to have the same PRNG state after initialization to ensure consistency. This means that the bulk of the housekeeping work can be managed locally, therefore reducing the need for interprocess communication.
With these optimizations in place, most of the IPC messages fall into three categories: partial answer transmission (for calculating the winning node), transmission of the winning node's index (for neighborhood update), and synchronization. The latter two can be broadcast to other nodes, which is typically implemented in MPI using a treebased algorithm [14] . The reduce phase of findWinner, however, does not make use of the MPI Reduce() call, since it must reduce a collection of output nodes based on a scalar value. This imposes an O(N ) bound on the findWinner routine.
Experiment
In order to gain insight into how parallel execution might affect running time, we have modelled the running time of the iNNfovis algorithms. We divide the running time into two parts, which are its serial (T S ) and parallel (T P ) portions. Since we are profiling the algorithm and not the efficiency of the underlying storage medium, we have disabled output in this experiment. Thus, the total time T is measured starting from the initialization of the SOM to the end of the last neighborhood update.
We have made the assumption that serial component of the program provided by communication overhead is near negligible due to the relative infrequency of I/O calls. Thus, the bulk of T S is attributed to initialization of the SOM. Fortunately, initialization is only performed once, and, as we observed before, it also does not make up much of the program's execution time. Therefore, we assume that T S << T P . Because of this, we hypothesized that in most cases, N T P ≈ T 1 , or that speedup is nearly linear.
As for modelling T P , we know that there are exactly two parallel regions to consider: findWinner and updateNeighborhood. In this specific case, the amount of time spent in either region may be dependent on several variables: the dimensions of the output volume, the number of iterations to perform (t m ), and the number of records in the training set (r) [3, 4] . The number of findWinner steps needed to obtain the winner for a single epoch is proportional to the number of records r being processed, and the entire time is proportional to the number of epochs involved. Meanwhile, the search space for findWinner is restricted to a single secondary volume, so we derive a model of the total time spent in findWinner as in Eq. 8:
In order to model the other portion of the parallel time, T nhu , one must take into consideration that the update space decreases over time [3, 4] . Recall Eq. 1, which provides the neighborhood radius of the SOM at a given epoch t. Updates may occur across the total volume of the map, so we model a single neighborhood update at time t as in Eq. 9:
T nhu (t) ∝ rwhdρ(t) 
